Black Womxn Flourish

Black Womxn Flourish (https://www.blackwomxnflourish.co/) is a design for wellbeing
collective shaping the future of Black womxn’s health and healing through creative, communityled practices. We create collaborative spaces with communities for visionary gatherings, tool and
strategy creation, and healing-centric experiences where Black womxn/women/femmes are
redefining and designing what it means to be well. Moved by the audacity to bring a more just,
pleasurable, and flourishing future into existence, our work seeks to transform unjust design
processes and dominant health cultures. We do this by building new practices, more possibilities
and radical ways for Black womxn to design the worlds in which they want to flourish.

BlackBoyRise

BlackBoyRise (https://www.louknows.com/blackboyrise) is a love intervention that invites boys
and men of color to reclaim their diverse identities and carve out spaces for critical exploration
on the subjects of Love, Justice, Race, Brotherhood, Masculinity, Mental Health, Physical and
Sexual Health, Community and Healing.

Caribana Coop

Caribana Coop (https://www.facebook.com/caribanacoop/) came together to unite different
passions we all had around decolonizing, antiracism, solidarity economy, youth development,
human rights and how all of this is far behind in the interest of the educational systems young
people are going through. Our intention and work is to create materials, workshops and
consulting that organizes and gives teachers, families and youth the power to create learning
experiences that nourish their interest and the people's and planet's wellbeing.

Change Elemental

At Change Elemental (http://changeelemental.org/) partners across sectors to transform systems
into more powerful vehicles for justice. Combining wisdom and experimentation, experience and
reflection, we co-create approaches that include necessary shifts in what we do, how we do it,
and who we are while we are doing it.

Espejos Cempazuchitl

The intention of Espejos Cempazuchitl (https://www.instagram.com/espejoscempazuchitl/) is to
be in reflection, ceremony and to practice with the earth and elements; with ancestor wisdom;
with practicing our visions for the now as stewards with the land, roots, seeds, food, and water.
At its heart, Espejos is about us being free and allowing ourselves to launch and fully walk our
calling, dreams, desires, and instructions with a larger perimeter of land. Our intention is rooted
in recipricol sharing of ceremonial agroecological land stewardship with our communities – our
neighbors in Barrio Quebrada Grande in Trujillo Alto, our queer community, our fellow land
stewards, our elders, our young people, our fellow immigrants and internationalists of the
Caribbean bioregion. Our intention is to continue, transform and expand the legacy of human
ancestors who have dedicated their life’s purpose to defending the land and nature in Puerto Rico
from going into the hands of “Opportunity Zones Development."

Feed Durham NC

Feed Durham is a scrappy, determined mutual aid collective that came together in answer to
mounting hunger in the Durham area, due to COVID. Our project intention is to train so that we
can provide food for protests and encampments, to train and skill share so that we can thrive
during times of unrest, to move resources from neighbors that have to neighbors that need.

Fund Excluded Workers Coalition

The Fund Excluded Workers Coalition is composed of 150 organizations in New York building
the power of low-wage immigrant workers to pass a first in the nation Excluded Worker
Unemployment Program - and secure the right to unemployment benefits for workers who are
ineligible. The coalition employs tactics of mass mobilizations and creative direct action, deep
political education, base building, innovative research and more to secure precedent setting
legislation.

Healing justice book, emerging
Our group grew from an introduction of a mutual collaborator and wellness practitioner. Now, at
the next stage of our process, we’ve learned that the archive isn’t just printed–often the medium
is one of us in conversation with others, but those conversations are informed by other
conversations, in a fractal that makes up the healing justice ecosystem.

Life is a Circle

Life is a Circle based in Dayton Ohio, is a collaborative healing justice initiative engaging
holistic grounding tools and practices within our communities of social entrepreneurs and change
agents through a series of healing and wellness circles. We infuse creative expression, yoga and
movement, breathwork, personal reflection, and storytelling to resource ourselves and one
another as we co-create and shape change together locally and globally.

Make the Road New York

Make the Road New York (https://maketheroadny.org/) is working with major paradigm and
narrative shifts around labor, community building, mutual aid and the heart of survival. We
intend to move past a narrative of relief - to one of repair. We are actively writing the first ever
policy in this country that would fully ensure access to unemployment benefits for all workers
excluded from it now - sex workers, domestic workers, cash earners and undocumented people.

The Most Beautiful Home…Maybe

The housing crisis is at a historic inflection point and there is a mounting need for solutions.
Developed from conversations and workshops with housing advocates, activists, developers, and
government workers, The Most Beautiful Home…Maybe
(https://www.themostbeautifulhome.com/) is an experiment to see if we can use art to influence
housing policy.

Newburgh LGBTQ+ Center

The Newburgh LGBTQ+ Center (https://www.newburghlgbtqcenter.org/) is a hub of resources,
education, community building, advocacy, and organizing, with the goal of building more
resilient networks in our community. As a grassroots organization, we work with community
members to address economic, racial, and social barriers placed against people who are
marginalized and directly impacted by systems of oppression, particularly centering the voices
and leadership of queer people of color and our allies in the Hudson Valley.

Otro Inventario

Otro Inventario uses principles of sustainability and interdependence to expand interaction and
world building possibilities in video games and gaming communities. Their first project: Levels
& Bosses, is a transmedia adventure game that explores neo primordial worlds where all
landscapes, technology, and beings are identifiably interconnected.

Voces Unidas

Voces Unidas (https://vocesunidasrgv.org/) is working in alignment with cosmic cycles
(synchronizing with the moon, solstices and equinoxes) to create nourishment and healing along
the US/ Mexico border. Our project centers ancestral journeying, cultural story mapping and
circles of song and dance, as we spiral to remember that the earth, herself, does not recognize the
illusion of borders.

